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in brief

NEWS

“i don’t care who you are, you should be 
going public right now because the capital is 
there.“ Oleg Nodelman, founder and managing 
director of EcoR1 Capital of San Francisco Bay 
area, speaking at the BIO CEO and Investor 
Conference, New York, 14 February 2014.

“Governing naples certainly requires a sparkle 
of madness.” Tommaso Sodano, vice mayor of 
Naples, defends his city’s use of public funds 
to genotype the city’s dog population. The effort 
is an attempt to cut down on people who fail to 
clean up after their dog on the city streets. (The 
New York Times, 22 February 2014)

“Monsanto Develops Hardier Strain Of Corn 
That Yields Four Times normal Litigation.” The 
Onion spoofs on Monsanto. (The Onion, 26 April 
2014)

in their words

Ablynx checkpoint agents 
lure Merck

In February, Belgian 
company Ablynx 
sealed a deal with 
Merck of Whitehouse 
Station, New Jersey, 
to co-develop several 
nanobody drugs 
directed at immune 
checkpoints to treat 

cancer. This and a flurry of recent deals, 
including Bristol-Myers Squibb’s pact with 
Five Prime Therapeutics and Novartis’ 
acquisition of CoStim, confirm the industry’s 
infatuation with checkpoint modulators. 
“Merck wants in, too,” says Mick Cooper, a 
healthcare analyst at London–based Edison 
Investment Research, particularly after 
the approval of checkpoint inhibitor Yervoy 
(ipilimumab). “Ablynx is enabling Merck 
to potentially have products that could be 
differentiated from others,” Cooper says. 
Ablynx will receive €20 ($27) million in cash 
and up to €10.7 ($14.8) million to fund 
research over three years. The Ghent-based 
biotech is eligible to receive up to €1.7 
($2.3) billion in milestones and royalties. 
Immune checkpoints, such as PD-1, are 
involved in suppressing immunity so drugs 
that block these pathways can reactivate the 
immune response. Whereas most immune-
checkpoint blockers in development are 
monoclonal antibodies (mAbs), nanobodies 
are fragments of llama antibodies based 
on a single monomeric variable antibody 
domain—and one-tenth the size of mAbs. 
Ablynx’s platform links several nanobody 
proteins to form a molecule that can target 
more than one protein. “Most companies 
can’t do that [with their technology],” Cooper 
says. The collaboration expands a €456 
($624)-million deal signed between the 
two companies in 2012 to discover drugs 
to modulate ion channel activity to treat 
neurological disease. Gunjan Sinha

Capital, who co-founded the company in 
2012, along with MPM’s Robert Millman and 
scientific founders Arlene Sharpe and Vijay 
Kuchroo, both of Boston-based Harvard 
Medical School, and Gordon Freeman, of 
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute. “That’s all 
doable, but it gets very expensive if you start 
to go through that multifactorial develop-
ment process,” Evnin says. Moreover, should 
the development effort lead to a successful 

is how focused can you be versus how broad 
do you want to be,” Mauro says. The scale of 
that task was a major factor in Cambridge, 
Massachusetts–based CoStim’s decision to 
sell out to Novartis at this stage in its devel-
opment. “In order to stay competitive— 
particularly when you’re thinking about 
combinations—you have to be willing to 
pursue a multipronged development path-
way,” says Luke Evnin, of Boston-based MPM 

Table 1  Summary of recent cancer immunotherapy agreements
Company Partner Details indications Dates

Bristol-Myers 
Squibb

Five Prime Therapeutics  
(S. San Francisco, 
California)

Drug discovery and development 
agreement ($41-million 
upfront plus equity investment; 
$9.5-million research funding; 
$300-million milestones) centered 
on targets in two immune- 
checkpoint pathways

Multiple cancers 3/17/14

Novartis CoStim Acquisition, adding late-stage 
discovery immunotherapy programs 
to Novartis pipeline

Multiple cancers 2/17/14

Pierre Fabre 
(Castres, 
France)

Aurigene (Bangalore, India) Licensing deal for AUNP-12, a 
peptide-based PD-1 inhibitor

Multiple cancers 2/13/14

Merck Ablynx (Ghent, Belgium) Deal on discovery and development 
of immune checkpoint–targeting 
nanobodies, including bi- & 
trispecific molecules

Multiple cancers 2/3/14

Merck Pfizer Collaboration on phase 1/2 studies 
of PD-1 inhibitor MK-3475 + 
tyrosine kinase inhibitor Inlyta 
(axitinib); and MK-3475 + 
PF-05082566, a 4-1BB agonist

Renal cell 
carcinoma; 
multiple cancers

2/5/14

Merck Incyte (Wilmington, 
Delaware)

Collaboration on phase 1/2 studies 
of MK-3475 + INCB24360, an 
indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase 
inhibitor

Recurrent non-
small cell lung 
cancer; other 
advanced cancers

2/5/14

Merck Amgen (Thousand Oaks, 
California)

Collaboration on phase 1/2 
studies of MK-3475 + talimogene 
laherparepvec, an oncolytic virus

Previously 
untreated 
advanced 
melanoma

2/5/14

Pfizer (New 
York)

MD Anderson Research collaboration on the 
development of new immunotherapy 
combinations

Multiple cancers 1/6/14

AstraZeneca Immunocore Research collaboration & licensing 
agreement on ImmTacs, high-
affinity monoclonal T-cell receptors 
fused to an anti-CD3 single-chain 
variable antibody fragment

Multiple cancers 1/8/14

Juno 
Therapeutics 
(Seattle)

Fred Hutchinson Cancer 
Research Center (Seattle); 
Memorial Sloan-Kettering 
Cancer Center (New York); 
Seattle Children’s Research 
Institute (Seattle)

Close of a $145-million Series A 
funding round to develop therapies 
based on chimeric antigen receptors 
and T-cell receptors

Multiple cancers 1/14/14

Johnson & 
Johnson

MD Anderson Research collaboration on the 
development of new immunotherapy 
combinations

Multiple cancers 1/21/14

Jounce 
Therapeutics 
(Cambridge, 
Massachusetts)

Third Rock Ventures 
(Cambridge,  
Massachusetts)

$47-million Series A funding to 
develop undisclosed first-in-class 
immunotherapies

Multiple cancers 2/14/13

AstraZeneca 
(London)

Amplimmune Acquisition ($225 million upfront 
+ $275-million milestones), adding 
preclinical PD-1 inhibitor AMP-514, 
plus preclinical molecules targeting 
B7 pathway to AstraZeneca pipeline

Multiple cancers 8/26/13
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